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Abst ract - -A  variant of the beta algorithm based on the cubic algorithm [1,2] is presented for 
global optimization of H61der continuous functions over general compact sets. The set-monotonic 
algorithm contains a block for problems with equality constraints, and operates within the unit cube 
[0, 1] '~ universal for all problems. On this basis, a MAPLE code of modular structure is developed for 
full global optimization of functions of n variables. The code does not create ill-conditioned situations. 
Graphics are included, and the solution set can be visualized in plane projections and sections. The 
code is ready for engineering applications. Results of numerical experiments are presented, with 
graphs, to illustrate the use of the code. ~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The code solves a problem of finding the global minimum value 
pO = rainy(x), x • -~ C R n, (1.1) 
and the set of all global minimizers 
x ° = {x • ~:  f (x)  = ;0},  (1.2) 
where )( is a nonempty compact robust set which may be nonconvex and disconnected. By 
definition, a set Y is called robust, if the closure of its interior coincides with its closure. 
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Here the bar means closure, and the function f(x) is supposed to be Hblder continuous over )~, 
that  is 
If(z)-f(x')l<_AIIz-z'lF, Vx, x'E2, 0<a<_ l .  (1.3) 
If a = 1 and the minimal Lipschitz constant, L, over 2 is known (the symbol V means gradient) 
L = max I lV f (x) l ] ,  x E 2 ,  (1.4) 
then one can take in (1.3) the value A -- L in which case (1.3) is nonimprovable over 2 ,  for 
Lipschitz continuous functions. 
A function f(x) is not supposed to be given as a formula; it is only assumed to be computable. 
In such cases, the constant L of (1.4) is unknown and difficult to determine. Moreover, a subset 
of 2 can have a smaller L than defined by (1.4) over the entire X.  For these reasons, we do not 
associate A in (1.3) with the value in (1.4) and treat it as a bound on the slopes of f(x) within 2 .  
This has transparent meaning if we consider the angle 
(1.5) fl ---- axgtanA,  0 </3 < 2" 
The reader can check that,  if (1.3) is met with a -- 1, then in any plane section of 2 passing 
through x, x ~ the slope of f(x) is not greater than ft. Table 1 provides the visualization for the 
notion of a function of bounded slope. 
Table 1. 
0 30 ° 45 ° 60 ° 63 ° 71 ° 76 ° 78 ° 80 ° 
1 
A 0 1 v~ 2 3 4 5 6 
For A > 3, slopes are very steep, and scaling should be applied to assure reasonable computer 
time for the procedure. For Hblder continuous functions a < 1, a constant A in (1.3) cannot be 
associated with a slope, a tangent may be vertical for some x E X,  e.g., for f(x) = ~ at x = 0, 
and this is another reason for which A of (1.3) is not associated in the sequel with the value 
in (1.4). However, over subsets of 2 where IIVf(x)ll is bounded, Table 1 can help to choose A 
which for a Hblder function, a < 1, can be taken smaller than for a Lipschitz function. 
Since 2 is bounded, we can introduce a circumscribed closed box C such that  ) f  C C C ~'~ 
¢={xER n :a i<_x i _<b i ,  i= l , . . . ,n} .  (1.6) 
It is clear that the MAPLE code of the cubic algorithm in [1] over C does not solve prob- 
lem (1.1),(1.2) even for Lipschitz continuous f(x). If s o < p0 then X ° F1K ° = 0 empty where 
s o = min f (x ) ,  x e C C ]R ", and K ° = {x C C :  f(x) = sO}. 
Assume that 2 is given by a finite number of inequalities 
2= {xeCc ":a(x) <0, j= l , . . . , k} ,  (1.7) 
where all gj are Lip~j (Hblder) functions defined on the box C, gj E H~j (Aj), 0 < a j  < 1, that 
is 
Igj(x) - gj (x')] <_ Aj ]Ix - x']] `~j , Vx, x' e ¢. (1.8) 
If Vgj(x) is a vector with finite coordinates for any x ¢ C, then c~j = 1, otherwise c~j < 1. 
In general, cost function f(x) in (1.1) is considered to be H61der continuous in which case the 
exponent in (1.3) will be a0 < 1. For example, if f(x) -- x /~,  then in a neighborhood of the 
origin we have in (1.3) c~0 = 0.5; if that neighborhood is excluded, then again a0 = 1 in (1.3). If 
f(x) = ~x/i-~, then still a0 = 1, not a0 = 2.5. 
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2. TRANSFORMATION TO 
THE UNIT  CUBE 
It is expedient to transform a problem (1.1), (1.2), (1.6), (1.7) into the unit cube 0" = {z e R n : 
0 _< z < 1}, axes oriented, with the edge c = 1 and the vertex at the origin. It is formed by 
the unit vectors of the Cartesian coordinate system which is supposed to be the reference system 
in (1.6). 
The linear transformation 
x i=a i+(b i -a i ) z i ,  i= l , . . . ,n ,  (2.1) 
converts problem (1.1),(1.2) with (1.6),(1.7) into the problem 
inf u(z) = in f f  [a + (b - a)z], gj(x(z)) = gj [a + (b - a)z] < O, 
j = 1 , . . . , k ,  z E [7, 
(2.2) 
where we used self-evident vector notations in (2.2). 
It is problem (2.2) that runs in numerical iterations performed by the code yielding, in the 
limit, the unique global (absolute) minimum value 
p0 = min u(z) = min f (x)  = inf f (x) ,  (2.3) 
where x is the image of z, and the entire set 0 ° of all global minimizers 
= {z e O:x  e 2 ,  gj(x(z)) < 0, j = 1,... ,k, =p0}.  (2.4) 
This set is then transformed into original coordinates by (2.1) within the box (1.6) yielding 
the solution set (1.2). 
The input for optimization block of the code is (n, f ,  k, gj, a, b) of (1.1), (1.6), (1.7) to compute 
an approximation to (p0, X 0) of (2.3),(1.2). The set X ° C_ ) (  may present one or several points 
in )(, a countable set of points in ~', or a line, surface, or manifold (continuum) within )(. Since 
the algorithm is iterative, it yields an approximation p*, X* with a specified precision ~ > 0, 
such that 
p0_<p.<p0+~/ ,  X 0_CX, ,  pO<f(x)<_pO+~,  VxEX* .  (2.5) 
For convergence theorems, 
,Tin o, __, po, x°  = N (2.6) 
m 
as m ~ co, see [2, pp. 95-102]. The output of optimization block of the code is the number p* 
and the quasi-rectangular set X* represented as a graph on the screen of computer if n = 2, or 
in plane sections and projections for n > 2, or as a table, see Sections 7 and 8 below. 
The values of the cost and constraint functions including the transformation can be supplied 
by an external source or computed by the code if the functions f(x),  gj(x), are given as explicit 
formulas representable in MAPLE. Then, only the elementary operations of subtraction, com- 
parison, deletion, subdivision, and sorting are made by the code. Apart from this, there are no 
operations on function values made by the code. It means that the algorithm does not create 
ill-conditioned situations. If an ill-conditioned problem is solved via global optimization with 
the use of the proposed code, then, with a small 7, the solution set X* in (2.5) may be large, 
corresponding to a large condition number of the problem itself despite the fact that the problem 
may have a single point as its exact solution. 
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3. BETA ALGORITHM 
The beta algorithm [2, pp. 92-101] is very simple. For the unit cube [7 C R ~, with the grid 
point at the origin, the beta algorithm (BA) can be described as follows. 
To begin the main iteration procedure, it is necessary to look for a point z0 in the set 
U* = {z • U : x • ff, gj(x(z)) < O, j = 1,. . . ,k}. (3.1) 
Using the translated grid generator as in [1, p. 80] with the first grid point at the origin, a 
point z0 E U* can be found in the course of Iteration 0. 
ITERATION 0. Take an integer N > 2 (the subdivision ratio) and partition [7 into N ~ smaller 
identical subcubes Ci such that UCi = 0, C~ A Cj = ~ empty for all i ¢ j (here Ci = interior Ci). 
The edge of each C~ is 1/N and its diameter (diagonal) is v~/N.  For certain Aj, see Table 1, 
define deletion constants for subcubes Ci denoted as C¢ 
r~ = Aj > 0, j = 0, . . . ,k .  (3.2) 
Here, 0 < aj < 1 and Aj are assigned according to the known functions of f(x) for j -- 0, 
and 9j(x) for j = 1, . . . ,  k, Section 1, transformed by (2.1) into U, see Remark 3.4 below. 
Shift the subcube C¢0 with the grid point z~ = 0 at the origin to coincide with each ~1 one ~0 
1 by one. This will define the grid point z~ • ~,1 for every C~ (this procedure is called [2, p. 9] 
translated grid generator). We denote/~0 -- ~', Io -- {1 . . . .  , N~}. 
Basing on z~, compute all gj(x(z:)), j = 1,.. . ,  k and exclude very C: for which gj(x(z~)) > r~, 
see [2, p. 88, (18)] for at least one gj, j • {1,. . . ,  k} (this procedure is called [2, pp. 83-92] precise 
distinction operator). The index set Jo C_ I0 corresponds to the remaining subcubes. If J0 = 0, 
empty, then U* = ~ since constraints gj(x) <<_ 0 are incompatible. In this case, one should 
reformulate the problem, excluding or changing certain constraints. The closure of the subcubes 
with i • J0 defines the set S0 = {z • C'~ : i • Jo} C/~o. 
1 U* (or x(z 1) 1 )() by (3.1), and define J0 = Given the points z~, i • J0, check z~• = x i • 
1 {i • J0, zi • U*}. If J0 = ~, empty, partition each C~ c 5'0 in the same way as [7 and repeat 
Iteration 0 using deletion constants 
r~- -A j  ~ >0, j=O, . . . , k ,  m--2 ,3 , . . . ,  (3.3) 
until such m that J~  is nonempty. Clearly, J0 and S0 will be modified and resulting sets we 
denote J~,  J~  ~ ~, S~ = {z C ~m: i E J~} C/~0 = 0 with smaller C~. Since a set J~ in (1.7) 
is assumed to be nonempty and robust, it has nonempty interior, thus, for certain m there will 
always appear a nonempty S~. 
REMARK 3.1. The process described in Iteration 0 corresponds to an intersection (a system) 
of constraints as defined in (3.1), (2.4), (1.7) above. There are problems where a feasible set is 
defined as the union )~ = Us )~s of different sets of the type (1.7), (2.4), (3.1), i.e., .as a union 
of constraints (inequalities). In this case, Iteration 0 should be repeated in parallel for each 
subset X's, s -- 1, 2, . . . ,  ~, and the set S~ will be the union of resulting subcubes C~ determined 
in parallel for each s = 1, 2, . . . ,  $; see the example in Section 7 below. 
ITERATION 1. Compute values u(z~) and calculate for appropriate rn (usually m = 1) 
P l=minu(z~) ,  iE J~ ,  m>l l  (3.4) 
The number Pl provides the first approximation to the global minimum value p0 in (2.3); it is 
called, in the procedure of BA [2 p. 93], marginal comparison constant, see (3.6) below. 
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Considering (1.3) with A0 = A, a0 = a for the cost function u(z) of (2.2), we conclude that 
the variation of u(z) over each ~m is bounded by 
( )  0 max I I z -  z'll = Ao °o Var u(z) = max lu(z) - u(z')l _< A0 ~,,'ecF ~ = rm" 
ze~" z,z' ~ 
It means that every C~ for which 
0 (3.6) u (z m) - Pl > r,~, z?  = grid point of C~, m _> 1, 
does not contain global minimizers and should be discarded. Deleting all subcubes (3.6), we 
obtain a new index set /1  and a quasi-cubic set (not necessarily connected) of remaining closed 
subcubes 
°,iez$}={zecy:ieI1}, (3.7) 
which provides the first approximation for the set O ° of (2.4) and, after the transformation to 
original coordinates, for the set X ° of (1.2). 
FURTHEP~ ITERATIONS. Partition each C~ C /}1 in the same way as C r. The next deletion 
J from (3.3) for aj  < 1. Generate new grid points constant is rJm+l = rim/N, if a j  = 1, or rm+ 1 
• zm+l  J {z~ +1 } in the same way and repeat Iterations 0, 1 replacing z~, r3m, pl by i , rm+l, P2, etc., 
and stop when rm+q is sufficiently small. 
REMARK 3.2. Note that it may happen that p~ = ps+l, for example, if f (x)  = const in (1.1). In 
this case, the algorithm delivers approximations to the set )C of (1.7) by the sequence 
0=/}0  D t}1 2 " ' "  2 /}~ _::2 "' ,  _~ 9 ° 
yielding X ° -- )( after the transformation to original coordinates. This presents away to compute 
a nonempty compact robust set )( defined by inequalities of (1.7). For this purpose, one sets 
f (x)  = 1, and the code automatically bypasses deletions by (3.6) making successive Iterations 0
only; see the example and Figures 5 and 6, in Section 7 below. 
The stopping rule is provided by the following result. 
LEMMA 3.3. We have (m stands [or m + q) 
0 <_ Pm-  pO < rm ,o _r  mo < u(z) - p,~ <_ 2r ° ,  u(z) - pO _< 3r ° ,  V z E/}m. (3.8) 
PROOF,. See Lemma 3 in [3, pp. 949-950]. | 
Now we see that if the last iteration is m, then the precision of attaining the global minimum 
within/},~ (i.e., the maximum elevation over the unknown p0 within/}m) is 
°o  
~,~ = 3r ° = 3A0 \Win]  = 3Ao (v~¢,  0 , 0 < ao _< 1, (3.9) 
where ¢,~ = 1/N m is the edge of subcubes in/}m. 
Conversely, if one wants to find an approximation to the global minimum value p0, within a 
given ~], then the iteration process hould be terminated at the iteration 
[ln (3Aon"°/2/rl) ] 
m = 1 + [ J00l- W ] ' 0 < n0 _< 1, (3.10) 
where [x] denotes the integer part of x if [x] < x < 1 -}- [x], and if x is an integer, then in (3.10) 
we take m = x. The precision of the boundary of/}m ~ DO is given by r~, see (3.3) for every 
gj(x(z)), see [2, p. 92], at the last iteration m :-- m + q. 
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The user may specify one of the parameters: 7, precision of attaining p0 = inff(x),  or 6, 
precision in the subdivision space U of (2.2). Then the code calculates the other parameter and 
runs the algorithm until E,~ < 6. Alternatively, the user may specify the number m of iterations 
(subdivisions) affecting the computer time. In this case, the procedure is terminated after m 
iterations, and ~?m, ~m are calculated for the output by (3.9). 
Output of the algorithm is the value p* -- Pm and the set B,~ which is represented by the set of 
grid points z~ C/~,~. Those points z~ are automatically converted into original coordinates x~ 
using (2.1), and the list or graph of those xy' represents the set X* of (2.5) consisting of small 
rectangles corresponding to the grid {x~} at the last iteration. 
Of course, different forms of print-out can be used, see Section 7 and Table 2 in the MAPLE 
Code, Section 8. 
REMARK 3.4. The value of a constant Aj in (3.2),(3.3) is of critical importance. For example, if
in the Lipschitz case aj  = 1, V j, the minimal Lipschitz constant Lu for the function u(z) over 0" 
is known and in (3.2),(3.3) we have A0 > L~, then the algorithm does not eliminate global 
minimizers and solves the problem with full guarantee. However, if A0 < L~ (which may be the 
case if L~ is unknown), then the algorithm may or may not eliminate some or all global minimizers 
(for estimates see [2, pp. 69-74]). Since large A0 imply slow convergence and increased computer 
time, a reasonable compromise in a choice of A0 is expedient. Table 1 presents for certain values 
of A the slopes of f (x)  in (1.1) such that global minimizers at the bottom of those slopes cannot 
be deleted. This allows one to choose A0 in order to preserve global minimizers corresponding to
not too sharp slopes. 
The algorithm minimizes u(z) of (2.2), not f (x)  of (1.1). Denoting ui 
c~ = bi - hi, we get from (2.2) 
IIV ()fl UZ : ~ : C , 
o~ o_I_ 
= Oz--7, fi = oz~, 
(3.11) 
whence for L given by (1.4) we have 
Lminci _< max 11~Tu(z)ll <_ Lmaxci .  (3.12) 
i zEU i 
Thus, for a reasonable A from Table 1, the corresponding A0 in (3.2),(3.3) should be chosen 
from the inequality 
Amiinc~ <_ Ao <_ Amiaxci, c4 = bi - hi. (3.13) 
This uncertainty is inherent o the algorithm in the case of unknown or too high Lipschitz constant 
max HVu(z)l I for z • U-. 
Similar considerations provide guidance for a choice of constants Aj in (3.2),(3.3), j = 0, . . . ,  k, 
for general Hhlder case, to assure nonelimination ofglobal minimizers at Iteration 1 while forming 
the sets B1, Bm respecting the constraints gj(x(z)) <_ O, j = 1, . . . ,  k, in ~3.4), and nonelimination 
of feasible subsets within Bm at Iterations 0. • 
4. PROBLEMS WITH 
EQUAL ITY '  CONSTRAINTS 
In applications, the definition of the set .~ in (1,1),(1.7) may contain a number of equality 
constraints 
hs(x)=Q~, s=l , . . . ,So ,  so<n=dimx,  (4.1) 
where hs(x) are Hhlder functions of type (1.8). In this case, the set )( is not robust in topology 
of R ~. 
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As was mentioned above, the standard beta algorithm does not apply to such problems ince 
the sets Jo, S0 produced in Iteration 0 will be empty, even if equalities in (4.1) are formally 
represented as pairs of inequalities hs(x) <_ Qs and hs(x) >_ Qs. However, there are ways to 
bypass this difficulty. 
1. If hs(x) are given as formulae, and their Jacobian has full rank so, then it is generally 
possible to resolve (4.1) for some so coordinates and exclude them from (1.1),(1.7), trans- 
forming it into a standard problem in (n - s0)-dimensional space. 
2. If Qs in (4.1) are resources or budget limits, then (4.1) can be written as inequality 
constraints of the type in (1.7) and the beta algorithm would provide the solution with 
possible remaining (saved) resources. 
3. If Qs and/or hs(x) contain imprecisions or uncertainties, then (4.1) represent a band 
2 1 2 (4.2) l <_hs(x) Qs <_~s, ~8 < es, 
which can be added to (1.7), and the beta algorithm applies. 
4. If (4.1) are crisp equalities, for example, some first integrals with initial values Qs for a 
system of differential equations in an optimal control or parametric programming problem, 
then one can introduce a new cost function 
80 
minF(x) = ~f18  Ihs(x) - QsI ~" , x e fC, (4.3) 
s=l  
where fl~ > 0, )-]~:° 1& = 1 are preference (importance) coefficients, % are sensitivity 
parameters, and _~ is the set in (1.7). 
The function F(x) is minimized first, with the standard beta algorithm of Section 3, and, 
when the precision of attaining equality in (4.3) is acceptable, then the initial function f(x) 
of (1.1) is minimized over the solution set /~m provided by the first run of the beta 
algorithm for the function F(x) of (4.3). Alternatively, grid points (or subsets) produced 
by (3.7) in minimizing F(x) can be immediately checked with f (x)  to eliminate nonoptimal 
solutions. 
5. In some cases, one may run the standard beta algorithm over .~ of (1.7) and then find the 
intersection of the final set B,~, transformed into original coordinates of (1.7) by (2.1), 
with the manifold of (4.1). If this intersection isnonempty, it obviously presents the global 
optimal solution with the precision ~,~ of (3.9). However, this intersection may well be 
empty. In contrast, procedures based on (4.2) or (4.3) guarantee monotonic descent onto 
the global optimal solution, or render the inconsistency statement in a finite number of 
iterations. 
REMARK 4.1. The set )( of (1.7) with added equality constraints (4.1) is not robust in topology 
of R '~. However, it is robust in topology of ~n-8o. Similarly, if the set )C of (1.7) contains ubsets 
of lesser dimension, it should be decomposed into a union of sets, each of which is robust in its 
own topology. Then, the beta algorithm can be applied separately to each constituent set to 
obtain a number of solutions of which the best solution is chosen by comparison, see [2]. 
5. V ISUALIZATION VIA PLANE 
PROJECT IONS AND SECTIONS 
For multidimensional optimization problems with n > 3, especially with a large number of 
0 X 0 minimizers xi E or in cases when X ° is a continuum, it is convenient to visualize the dis- 
tribution of minimizers through projections on planes chosen by the user which can be seen on 
the screen of computer. In [1], such visualization on coordinate planes is incorporated into the 
MAPLE code and can be printed as output instead of large tables of numbers. Here we consider 
visualization on any plane passing through the origin, not necessarily on a coordinate plane. 
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Any vector (n-tuple) x ~- (x l , . . . ,  x~) e ]~ is represented in the memory of a computer by the 
numbers xi in some assumed (imaginary) orthogonal coordinate system {ei}, []ei[I ---- 1, eiej = 0, 
i , j  -- 1 , . . . ,  n, so that we have x = ~i---1 xiei. 
Take two vectors 
P = EP ie~,  IIpll = 1, (5.1) 
i= l  
q = E qiei, IIqll = 1, (5.2) 
where pi, qi are any numbers (specified by the user in the input information) that are automat- 
ically normalized in the computer. Vectors p, q define a plane Q passing through the origin, 
and vice versa, any plane passing through the origin can be defined by some numbers pi, qi 
 rom (5.1),(5.2). 
In the reference system {ei}, we have the projections 
?% 
Xp = xp = EP iX i ,  (5.3) 
i= l  
Xq = xq = ~ qixi, (5.4) 
i= l  
that are calculated as two numbers in a computer. 
In general, pq = )-~i~=1Piqi ¢ O, and hence, unit (normalized) vectors p, q from (5.1),(5.2) do 
not form an orthogonal basis (Cartesian reference system) in the plane Q. For this reason, the 
ValUe 
n 
cos 0 = cos(p,  q) = 
i=1  
should be computed and displayed on the screen together with the axes p, q at the angle 8 of (5.5) 
that form an afilne coordinate system p, q in the plane Q. 
Now, the projection of x 6 R n on the plane Q can be plotted on the screen as follows: 
XQ = Xpp+Xqq =pEP~Xi  +q qixi, 
i= l  i=1  
(5.6) 
where the sums are coordinates along axes p and q in the plane Q. Hence, the graphics ubroutine 
in a computer should plot a straight line through the point Xp on the axis p parallel to the axis q, 
and another straight line through the point xq on the axis q parallel to the axis p. The intersection 
of these two lines defines the projection point xQ of (5.6) on the screen of computer. Of course, 
those auxiliary lines should not be visible on the screen, but axes with unit vectors p, q and 
points xQ should be clearly displayed. Doing this for all global minimizers x° E X ° presents a
picture on the screen that can be printed and used as output information for further analysis in 
various viewing planes Q = (p, q) chosen by the researcher. 
Obviously, if X ° is a continuum, the procedure would cause the overflow in a computer. To 
avoid this nuisance, the purification procedure (a '~¢acuum cleaner") should be incorporated in 
the code. Suppose that human eye cannot distinguish points which are at distance 5 _< 0.2 mm 
from each other on the screen or on the printout sheet. Then, converting the numbers (5.3),(5.4) 
into mm (millimeters) scale and using the cosine theorem in the plane Q, we have for two points 
x E X °, y E X °, 
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= (xp  - + - yq)  - 2 (xp  - yp)( q - cose ,  (5 .7 )  
so if 8 < 50 ---- 0.2, one of points x or y should be discarded from the memory before plotting on 
the screen. The lower limit 50 should be specified in the input information if the visualization 
block (screen picture) is required, otherwise, the value 80 -- 0.2mm will be used by default. 
Note that 50 is independent from ~ and ¢, cf. (3.9), because it acts in a different space Q of 
dim = 2. Also, the coordinates xi in (5.6) should be converted from the unit cube 0 to the 
original rectangle (box) (1.6) before display, otherwise, a picture in the unit cube will be shown. 
Instead of projection of X ° upon Q, which may happen too dense, the intersection X ° AQ may 
be desirable. If x ° E X ° M Q, then x ° E Q and two unique numbers u, v must exist such that 
n n n 
x ° = up + vq = u ~-~pie, + v ~ qie, = ~~(up,  + vq,)e,.  (5.8) 
i=1  i=1 i=1 
In the parentheses of (5.8) are coordinates x ° computed by the beta algorithm (or their ap- 
proximations). It means that the system 
o i = 1,. n, (5.9) up~ --t- vqi = x~ , . . ,  
with known p~, q~ (from (5.1),(5.2)) and x °, must have unique solution for u, v. 
Denote the matrix 
B= [P'  . . . .  ' P° ] .  (5.10) 
Lql, ,q~J 
Then, in vector notations, the least squares minimum norm solution of (5.9) is 
[ : ]  =(BBT)  -1Bx°  (5 .11)  
with discrepancy, see [4,5], 
= -1Bxo  _ x0 = [8 -1B  - z] (5.12/ 
We have that x ° E Q if and only i rA ---- 0. I f0  < ]IAII < e,~ = 1 /N  "~, then x ° ~ Q but belongs 
to the era-layer centered at the plane Q. If IIAII > em for all x ° E X °, then X ° n Q -- 0, empty, 
up to em distance from Q, where ]]AII = (~(x°)2)U 2, Euclidean norm, and B T is the transpose 
of B. 
6. SPECIF IC  FEATURES 
INCORPORATED IN  THE CODE 
The code has modular structure. Such structure assures reliability and flexibility of the code. 
An interested user can change a block according to his/her special needs or add another block to 
solve a different problem via global minimization using the main block as a tool. 
The code is written in MAPLE in the man-machine interface mode. This mode is convenient for 
applications as well as for research and educational purposes. The user calls the code from the 
hard disk, CD, or a diskette onto the screen of computer (for the first use, the code can be typed 
in from its text below, or a diskette can be requested from Dr. Delgado Pineda, see his email 
address on the title page of the paper). A function (in the form of a formula), a robust set .~ 
of (1.7) with additional equalities of (4.1), if any, represent the input data and are typed directly 
into the text of the code on the screen of computer. Then, at a push of a key, the code solves 
the problem and prints out a table of solution data or a graph, as required, or the statement of 
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inconsistency of constraints. The user can make experiments on-line changing parameters of the 
model (i.e., in the formulae), or the model itself, or some or all input data, monitoring the effects 
visually on the screen. 
The following specific features are incorporated in the code. 
1. Slope Controls. The user can change the constants Aj (slope bounds) in the code according 
to his knowledge of the slope the functions may have. With greater Aj, the computation 
time increases; in contrast, smaller Aj speed up the computation. However, if Aj are too 
small, then determination of all global minimizers is not guaranteed: some or all of them 
may be lost. In a case of doubt, one needs to increase Aj in order to check whether new 
minimizers would appear. 
The H61der constants 0 < aj <: 1 are usually known. If there are no vertical tangents 
to functions of (1.7), nor to f(x) over )(, one can set aj = 1 for all j (Lipschitz case). 
2. Scale Contwl. Another way to modify the slope without affecting the set of global min- 
imizers is to multiply the cost function by a small positive constant. This operation is 
automatic in the code, but it may lead to loss of precision due to small values appearing 
in computation. In such a case, manual intervention of the user is possible to modify the 
multiplier. 
3. Comparison Constant Control. In the code, the choice of comparison constants pm is 
automatic, or simply pm = 0, Vm, if one looks for minf(x) = 0. However, to speed 
up the computation, or to look for some specific minimizers, the user may wish to set 
pm = 0, or pm > 0. Clearly, in this role p,~ do not represent approximations to the global 
minimum value p0 of (1.1),(2.3). 
4. Time Check and Suboptimal Solutions. If allotted computer time is running out or if an 
acceptable suboptimal solution is already obtained, the iterations can be terminated at 
will, switching to the output of the current iteration. 
5. Intermediate Outputs. At any iteration, the user can call the output block to see the 
results of that iteration, and then continue, modify, or terminate the procedure. This is 
very useful in computational experiments and may save time in lengthy computations. 
6. Cleaning Procedure, to avoid accumulation of ~-close or s-close solution points, see Sec- 
tion 7. 
7. If X = 0, empty, for incompatible constraints, the inconsistency statement is given in the 
output. 
7. USE  OF  THE CODE AND 
NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
A numerical example is presented in the text of the code to illustrate how to use it and where 
to type the initial information into the text of the code. The user should simply retype in the 
same spaces the input information of his/her own problem. 
The code is written for use with the standard English language MAPLE software. The names 
of variables and procedures in the program, and other terms specified by the MAPL E software, 
subtitles, and major comments are in English. 
A user proficient in MAPLE can easily use the code and modify it if needed. Detailed comments 
are included in the program which begins with the main block A of basic procedures needed for 
application of the beta algorithm [2, pp. 92-101]. Then follows block B for solution of global 
optimization problem with a concrete solved example intended to help the user to learn the 
program and to use it for his/her own problems by substituting new functions with new data. 
Block B, global optimization, contains a solved problem in three variables which represents, in
fact, two problems ince parts under union sign should be treated separately. It is required to 
find the global optimal solution 
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Figure 2. 
a:3 ~..-.~ O.
Graph of function (7.1), with Figure 1. Graphic output of minimizers for 
(7.1),(7.5), with x3 = 0. 
over the set 
minf(xl,X=,Xa)= sin (0.5 + 9.5~/x2 + x~ + x~) ] (7.1) 
___~ {(Xl,X2,X3 ) ~ ~3, gl(Xl,X2, X3 ) < 0} U {(X1,X2,=3) e ]~3, g2(Xl,X2,X3) __< 0},  (7.2) 
where 
gl(xl,x2,xa)= (xl-2)2+ (x2-1)2+ (x3-2)2-4 , (7.3) 
g2(zl,x2,xz)= (xl-3)2+ (z2-3) 2 
The set .~ is contained in the cube C, cf. (1.6) with 
( 3) 21 (7.4) 
+ =3-  -~.  
a~ -- 0, b~ --- 2, n = 3, 
=1 e [0, 2], e [0, 21, e [0, 2], (7.5) 
which is the minimal circumscribed box around .~. 
If we discard eonstraints (7.3),(7.4) and set xa = 0, we return to the problem solved in [1], with 
the graphic output of the MAPLE code of [1] for the solution of (7.1),(7.5) presented in Figure 1, 
and the special graph of the function f(xl, x2, 0) in (7.1) presented in Figure 2. This problem 
has the global minimum value pO = 0 and a continuum of global minimizers (solution set) which 
can be plotted as a graph. Changing precision (a bound of edge of smaller subcubes), ¢ > 0~ 
the user can play with it to see changing level sets shrinking into curves as e --* 0. A table of 
numerical values for the minimizers i  not given for obvious reasons. 
A reader with good spacial imagination can see that problem (7.1),(7.5) with xa # 0 has a 
similar solution with the modification that arcs in Figure 1 become quarter-spheres in positive 
octant R~_ within the cube (7.5). However, the spacial graph similar to Figure 2 is no more 
possible in IR 4, and this necessitates visualization by plane projections and sections. 
By stereometry (spacial geometry), it is clear that the global optimal solution of the full 
problem (7.1) to (7.5) is presented by points of the quarter-spheres which are contained in the 
balls (7.3),(7.4). In contrast, Figure 1 presents the section of those spheres by the plane xa = 0, 
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without constraints (7.3),(7.4). Such transparency allows the user to clearly see, with the use of 
projections and sections below, how the algorithm works, to learn the controls of the code, and 
the ways to modify the code for solution of other problems. 
Figures 3-10 present different projections and sections which display the structure of the 
set X ° (1.2) of global minimizers in view of impossibility to exhibit a comprehensible graph 
(picture) in a space of more than 3D. 
IdenticM Figures 3 and 4 present projections of X ° onto coordinate planes xzOx3 and x2Ox~ 
(frontM view and view from the left, in drafting), which are obtained by setting the corresponding 
coordinates x° = 0 or x° = 0, as in [1], and they define the exact position in ]i{3 of every tl ~2 
minimizer x ° E X °. Note that sections of X ° by the same planes are empty since f(1/4, 0,1/4) = 
f(0, 1/4, 1/4) = 0.66 > pO = 0, meaning that the set X ° does not touch coordinate planes. 
Identical Figures 5 and 6 present projections of the solution for the union of inequalities (7.3) 
and (7.4), that is, the set X of (7.2), and the reader can see that )( touches all three coordinate 
planes, each one at a single point. This solution is obtained by setting f (x)  _~ 1 in (7.1), so 
that code stops after completing Iteration O, and the result is the set S~ given by the points 
z m ~ C~ ~U* remaining at the end of Iteration O. The points z~ represent U* with the precision 
cm -- 1 /N m, and, after converting them into original coordinates by (2.1), we obtain the feasible 
set )~ represented by the points x~ = x(z~) E )( which are supplied in the output and can 
O, = . 
. . . . . . . .  . °~°  
. . . . . . . . . .  oo . . . .  
====================== 
. . , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ° . . . .  
========================== 
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Figure 3. Projection of X ° onto plane 
xlOx3. 
2: 
1,5 
0,5 
0 
mtmm 
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Figure 4. Projection of X ° onto x~Ox3. 
2 ¸ 
1.5 12 
0 05 1 15 2 
Figure 5. Projection of ~" onto xlOx3. 
0 05  i 1 .~5 2 
Figure 6. Projection of X onto x20~3. 
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Figure 9. Section of X ° by x3 = 1/2. Figure 10. Section of X ° by x3 = 3/2. 
be displayed as a table or as graphs in plane projections and/or sections. This is, in fact, an 
independent problem of numerically computing the set defined by intersections and/or unions 
(not a system which means intersections only) of given inequalities, which set may be of separate 
interest' and importance. 
Figures 7 and 8 present projection (Figure 7) and section (Figure 8) of X ° relating to the 
plane Q, with p -- (0, 1, 0), q = (1/v~)(1, 0, 1), passing through the origin and the point (2, 2, 2). 
Canonical representation for th isp lane is xl -xs  = 0, and by (5.3),(5.4) we have Xp = x °, 
Xq = (1/Vr2)(x ° + x°), for computing projection coordinates in Q with 0 = ~r/2, see Figure 7. 
Clearly, all points x ° E X ° will be projected upon Q. In contrast, not all points of X ° (maybe, 
none of them) will lie on the plane Q. 
If we consider the era-band Q* = Q ± ~m (zm-layer), then, due to (5.12), we have to exclude 
all points x ° E X ° for which, after calculation by (5.10),(5.12) with chosen p, q, the norm 
1 1 (7.8) 
I1 11 = = ° -x° l  > = 
Remaining points x ° ~ X °, i.e., those x ° for Which IIA[] _< Er,, represent the intersection X nQ 
exhibited on Figure 8 which we call "section" (approximate) of X ° by the plane Q : xl - xs = 0. 
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Figures 9 and 10 represent still another instrument for effective visualization of the set X °. 
Introduce a parameter z in the direction Ox3, and consider the moving plane x3 = z. Projections 
on this plane will be identical for any z, compare with Figure 3 setting x3 :---- x2 and reflecting 
it by symmetry around the axis Oxl. However, ¢,,~-band sections will depend on the value of z. 
Figure 9 presents the section for z = 0.5, and Figure 10 displays the section for z -- 1.5, with the 
exclusion of all points x ° 6 X ° for which Ix3 - z[ > s,~. 
8. MAPLE CODE IN R n OF 
THE BETA ALGORITHM 
FOR GLOBAL OPT IMIZAT ION 
OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
OVER COMPACT ROBUST SETS 
>restart  :with(plots) :with(LinearAlgebra) : 
Division constant N>=2 (user's choices) 
>N : =2 : 
A. Listing of procedures employed 
A1. Transformation to the unit cube. Transformation of an array of points from the unit cube 
to the given box 
>pointR : =proc (Point, Rectangle) local i, a, b, NewPoint : : 
>NewPoint : = [] : 
>for  i from 1 to nops(Point) do 
>a: =op (1, Rectangle [i] ) :b : --op (2, Rectangle [i] ) : 
>NewPoint : =[op (NewPoint), (b-a) *Point [i] +a] : od: 
>RETURN (NewPoint) end: 
>ListPointsR: =proc (listPoints, Rectangle) local NewList, i : 
>NewList:=[]: >for  i from 1 to nops(listPoinZs) do 
>NewLisZ : = [op (NewList), pointR (listPoints [i], Rectangle) ] : od: 
>RETURN (NewList) : end: 
A2. List of points that belong to a set 
>PointOfX: =proc (Point, Set) local i, IsIn, decide, aproxdecide : 
>IsIn: =1 : 
>for  i from I to hops(Set) do 
>decide :=op (i, Set) (Point) : aproxdecide : =evalf (decide) : 
>i f  O<aproxdecide then IsIn:=O: fi: od: 
>RETURN (I s In ) end: 
>ListPointsOfX: =proc (listPoints, Rectangle, Set) local NewLisZ, i, NewPoint, 
IsIn: 
>NewList  : = [] : 
>for  i from i to nops(listPoints) do 
>NewPoint :=pointR(listPoints [i] ,Rectangle) : IsIn: =Point0fX (NewPoint, Set) : 
>i f  IsIn=l then NewList:=[op(NewList), l istPoints[i]]:f i :od: 
>RETURN (NewList) : end: 
A3. Distinction operator; point and list of points 
>DistinctionPoint:=proc(Point,Sez,ValueA,Valueh,Dimension) local i, IsOut, 
decide, aproxdecide : global edgeCube: 
>Is0ut : =0 : 
>for  i from i to hops(Set) do 
>decide:=op(i,Set) (Point)-op(i,Lipschitz)* (edgeCube* diameter(Valueh, 
Dimension) )" (op (i, Holder) ) : aproxdecide :=evalf (decide) : 
>i f  O<aproxdecide then Is0ut:--max(IsOut,0): else Is0ut:=max(IsOut,l): fi: 
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od: 
>RETURN(Is0ut)end: 
>ListDistinctionPoints:=proc(listPoints, Rectangle, Set,ValueA,Valueh, 
Dimension) local NewList, i, NewPoint, IsIn: 
>NewList:=[]: >for i from 1 to nops(listPoints) do 
>NewPoint:=pointR(listPoints[i],Rectangle): 
>IsIn:=DistinctionPoint(NewPoint,Set,ValueA,Valueh,Dimension): 
>if IsIn=l then NewList:=[op(NewList) ,listPoints[i]] :fi:od: 
>RETURN (NewList) : end: 
A4. Initializa~on: coordinate of the o~gin 
>Point0rigin:=proc(Dimension) local Origin, i: 
>0rigin:=[]:for i from 1 to Dimension do 
>0rigin:=[op(0rigin),0]:od: 
>RETURN(0rigin)end: 
Initialization: re.ices of the unit n-cube; ~inaryarray) 
>listBinary:=proc(Dimension) local nbinary, i: 
>nbinary:=[]: 
>for i from 0 to 2^Dimension-1 do nbinary:=[op(nbinary),cenvert 
(i,binary)]:od: 
>RETURN(nbinary):end: 
Vertices 
>vertexCubeU:=proc(Dimension) local ipoints, nnbb,number,vectnumber,i,j, 
>ipoints:=[]: nnbb:=listBinary(Dimension): 
>for j from 1 to nops(nnbb) do 
>number:=nnbb[j];long:=length(number);vectnumber:=[]; 
>for i from Dimension to 1 by -i do 
>if long<i then vectnumber:=[op(vectnumber),O] else 
>vectnumber:=[op(vectnumber),floor(number/lO^(i-l))]: 
>number:=number-floor(number/lO^(i-l))*lO^(i-l): fi: od: 
>Ipoints:=[op(ipoints),vectnumber]:od: 
>RETURN(ipoints):end: 
A5. Translated g~d generator[2, p.9] 
>Ncube:= proc(Point,Valueh,Dimension) local listavertex,j, ipoints; 
listavertex:=[]: 
ipoints:=vertexCubeU(Dimension): for j from i to nops(lpoints) do 
listavertex:=[op(listavertex),Point+jump(Valueh)*ipoints[j]]: od: 
>;RETURN(listavertex); end: 
AS. Point pu~fica~on: compa~son constant generator[2, p.93]and deletion operator 
>BetaDepurePoints:= proc(ListPoints,Rectangle,Set,IVE,Valueextreme,ValueA, 
Valueh,Dimensien) 
>local TableValues, mTableValues,NewList,decide,aproxdecide,value,,i, 
PointsInX: 
>PointsInX:=ListPoints0fX(ListPoints,Rectangle,Set): 
>TableValues:=[]: 
>for i from i to nops(PointsInX) do 
>TableValues:=[op(TableValues),g(PointsInX[i])] 
>od: 
>if (IVE=I) then mTableValues:=Valueextreme; else 
>mTableValues:=min(op(TableValues));endif: 
>TableValues:=[]: 
long: 
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>for i from i to nops(ListPoints) do 
>TableValues:=[op(TableValues),g(ListPoints[i])] 
>od: 
>NewList:=[]: 
>for i from I to nops(ListPoints) do 
>decide:=TableValues[i]-mTableValues-ValueA*diameter(Valueh,Dimension): 
>aproxdecide:=evalf(decide): 
>if aproxdecide<=O then NewList:=[op(NewList),ListPoints[i]]:fi: 
>od; 
>RETURN(NewList):end: 
Procedure to generate ve~icesforthe n xtitera~on/2, p.9~] 
>CutCubes:=proc(ListPoints,Valueh,Dimension) local NewList,i: 
>NewList:=[]: 
>for i from 1 to nops(ListPoints) do 
>NewList:=[op(NewList),op(Ncube(ListPoints[i],Valueh,Dimension))]: 
>od: 
>RETURN(NewList):end: 
Cleaningproeedure to e~minate too close points 
>ClearPoints:= proc(ListPoints) local LDifference,MDifference,NewList,i,k, 
value, tope : 
>NewList:=[ListPoints[1]];tope:=nops(ListPoints): 
>for i from 1 to tope do 
>value:=O: 
>for k from i to nops(NewList) do 
>LDifference:=ListPoints[i]-NewList[k]: 
>MDifference:=max(abs(max(op(LDifference))),abs(max(op(LDifference)))): 
>if MDifference>=10*epsilon then value:=value+l: fi: >od: 
>if value=nops(NewList) then NewList:=[op(NewList),ListPoints[i]]; fi; 
>od: 
>RETURN(NewList):end: 
Ag. Sub~sionofsubcubes 
>edge:=l:jump:=t->edge/t: 
>diameter:=proc(t,Dimension) RETURN(edge*Dimension'(1/2)/t) end: 
Transforma~onofpoint coordinates into graphic representation 
>sameTwo:=proc(listvalues) local NewList,i: 
>NewList:=[]: 
>for i from i to nops(listvalues) do 
>NewList:=[op(NewList),[op(l,listvalues[i]),O]]:od: 
>RETURN(NewList):end: 
AIO. Projec~on and Sec~on onto a plane 
Projection onto coordinates planes 
>projection:=proc(ListPointsRn,listXY) local NewList,i,a,b: 
>NewList:=[]: 
>for i from 1 to nops(ListPointsRn) do 
>a:=op(1,1istXY):b:=op(2,1istXY): 
>NewList:=[op(NewList),[op(a,ListPointsRn[i]),op(b,ListPointsRn[i])]]:od: 
>RETURN(NewList):end: Combination(n,2) 
Section onto a plane 
>planesection:=proc(ListPointsRn,listVector) local NewList,i,a,b,M,valorM: 
>NewList:=[]: 
>for i from I to nops(ListPointsRn) do 
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>M := Matrix([op(l istVector) ,ListPointsRn[i]] ) :valorM:=abs(Determinant 
(M)) : 
>i f  eps i lon>=valorM then NewList : = [op (NewList), L istPointsRn [i] ] : fi : od: 
>KETURN (NewList) : end: 
Projection onto a plane 
>planeproj  ect ion: =proc (ListPointsRn, listVector) local NewList, i, a ,b, j, M, 
Newpoint : 
>NewList  : = [] : 
>for  i from I to nops(ListPointsRn) do 
>Newpoint : = [] : 
>for  j from i to nops(listVector) do 
>M := dotprod(vector (op(j, listVector) ) ,vector(ListPointsRn [i] ) ) : 
Newpoint :=[op(Newpoint) ,M] : od: 
>NewList  := [op (NewList), Newpoint] : od: 
>RETURN (NewList) : end: 
>combinat ion: =proc (n) local NewList, i, j : 
>NewList  : = [] : 
>for  i from 1 to n-i do 
>for  j from i+l to n do NewList:=[op(NewList),[ i , j ]]:od: 
> od: 
>RETURN (NewList) : end: 
All. [terative Procedure of the Beta Algorithm [2, pp. 92-95] 
>Bet aAlgorithm: =proc (dimension) 
>local  Vertex, h, hO ,m, mO, ListPoint sO, Li stPoint s i, ListPoint s, MinPoint s, 
GlobalMinPoint s : 
>global  SetX,HRectangle: 
m is variable of cube subdivision 
>h : =i :m: =0 :Vertex : =Point Origin (dimension) : 
Initial cube 
>h: =N*h : m : =m+ 1 : List Point s : =Ncube (Vertex, h, dimension) : 
>ListPoint  sl : =ListPoint sOfX (ListPoints, HRect angle, SetX) : 
Search same point of set 
>whi le  nops(ListPointsl)=O and jump(h)>epsi lon do 
>h: =N*h: m: --m+l : ListPoint s : =Cut Cube s (ListPoint s, h, dimension) : 
>ListPoints l  : =ListPointsOfX (ListPoints ,HRect angle, SetX) : 
>else print(' 'ese hiper-rectgngulo no posee puntos del conjunto X''): 
>od: 
List of minimum points (until edge_subcube<epsilon) 
while jump(h)>epsi lon do 
> if hops (ListPoints) =0 then MinPoints : =ListPointsO : h: =N*h: m: =m+ 1 : 
>else h0 : =h :m0=m: ListPoint sO : =ListPoints : 
>ListPoint  s : =ListDist inct ionPoint s (ListPoint s, HRect angle, SetX, A, h, 
dimension) : 
>ListPoints:=BetaDepurePoints(ListPoints,  HRectangle, SetX, ive, 
d*ValueExtreme, A, h,dimension) : 
>MinPoints :=ListPoints : >h:=N*h:m: =m+l : 
>ListPoints : =CutCubes (ListPoints ,h,dimension) : 
>fi: od: 
>MinPoint  s : =ListPoint s0fX (MinPoint s, HRectangle, SetX) : 
List of approximate global minimum points (epsilon-separated) 
>if  nops (ListPoints)=O then GlobalMinPoints := [] :m=mO :h=hO : 
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>else GlobalMinPoints : =ClearPoints (MinPoints) : fi : 
>RETURN ( [MinPoint s, GlobalMinPoint s ,h ,m] ) : end: 
AI2. Output procedure 
>outputDat a: =proc (dimension) 
>local  PPI,PP2,PPIDos,PP2Dos, PP, PPP1, PPP2, PPP, xl, x2, yl, y2, i, 
listproy, listaux, 
gtitle, points1, points2, points: 
>if  (pne=l)then PP2 :=ListPointsR(MinPoints,HRectangle) : 
>else PP2 : =ListPointsR(GlobalMinPoints, HRectangle) : end if : 
>PPI : =ListPoint sR(LPoint sVert ices, HRect angle) : 
>if  (dimension=l) then PPIDes:=sameTwo(PP1) :PP2Dos:=sameTwo(PP2) : 
>PP:= [PPIDos ,PP2Dos] : xl :=op(l ,HRectangle [i] ) : x2 :=op(2,HRectangle [1] ) : 
>yl  : =op (i, HRect angle [ i] ) : y2 : =op (2, HRect angle [i] ) : end if : 
>if  (dimension=2) then PP:=[PP1,PP2] : 
>xl  :=op (i ,}{Rectangle [1] ) : x2:=op(2 ,HRectangle [1] ) : 
>yl  :=op (1 ,}{Rectangle [2] ) : y2 :=op(2 ,HRectangle [2] ) :end if : 
>print (op ( i ,message), op (2 ,message), op (3 ,message), op (4 ,message) ) ; 
>print (Number_of_Iterations=m) ; 
>print (Edge_of_smaller_subcube=evalf (jump (h)) ) ; 
>print (Number_of_subcubes_remaining=nops (MinPoint s) ) ; 
>print (Number_of_grid_point s_epsilon-separat ed=nops (GlobalMinPoint s) ) ; 
Output o/ the global rain or max value o/ the function 
>if nops (GlobalMinPoints) =0 then print (' 'Problem without solution' ') ; 
>else 
>if  (smM=l)and (nops(GlobalMinPoints) <>0 then 
>print (Value_extreme=evalf (d*f (op (i, GlobalMinPoint s) ) ) ) ;fi ;f i; 
Tables of the numerical output of the solution 
>if (sn=l)and(ve=l) then print(PP2) ;fi; 
>if (sn=l)and(ve<>l) then print(evalf(PP2));fi; 
Graphs of the set of global optimizers R e , n=1,2,3 
>if  (sg=l)and(dimension<3) then 
>print (plot (PP, x=xl., x2, y=yl., y2, axes=BOXED, scaling=C0NSTRAINED, 
color= [red, blue], style=point, symbol = [POINT, CROSS] , 
t it le=op ( i, message) ) ) ; f i ; 
>if  (sg=l)and(dimension=B) then 
>,listaux : =listMinPoints [1] : pointsl : ={seq(listaux [i] , i=l.. hops (listaux)) ) : 
>listaux: =listMinPoints [2] : points2 : ={seq(listaux [i], i=l.. nops (listaux)) } : 
>points : = c union c (point sl ,points2) : 
>print (pointplotSd(points, color=red,axes=BOX) ) ; fi ; 
Projection onto coordinate planes for n> 2 
>if (sg=l)and(dimension>2) then > 
>print (op (1 ,message), op(2 ,message) , op(3 ,message) , op(4 ,message) ) : 
>listproy: =combination(dimension) : 
>for i from i to nops(listproy) do 
>PPP1 : =pro3ection(PPl, listproy [i] ) :PPP2 : =proj ection(PP2, listproy [i] ) : 
>PPP : = [PPP1 ,PPP2] : 
>xl : =op ( i, HRect angle [i] ) : x2 : =op (2, HRect angle [i] ) : 
>yl  : =op ( i, HRect angle [i] ) : y2 : =op (2, HRectangle [i] ) : 
>gtit le:=cat(' 'Proyecci6n plano X[" ,op( l , l i s tproy[ i ] ) , ' ' ]X[" ,op(2,  
listproy[i]) ,' '] ' ') : 
>print (plot (PPP,x=xl.. x2,y=yl., y2, axes=BOXED, scaling=C0NSTRAINED, 
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color= [red, blue], style=point, symbol= [POINT, CROSS], title=gtitle) ) ; 
>od:fi; 
Graphical representation of a function of one or two variables 
>if dimension= i then print (plot (d*g ( Ix] ), x=xl., x2, y=yl., y2, axes=normal) ) ; 
fi; 
>if  dimension=2 then print (plot3d(d*g( [x,y] ) ,x=xl.. x2 ,y=yl.. y2, 
axes=normal) ) ; f i; 
>end proc : 
A13. Output Section procedure: 
>outputSectionData:=proc (dimension,listvectors) local PPI, PP2, PPlDos, 
PP2Dos, PP, PPP1, PPP2, 
PPP, xl, x2, yl, y2, i, listproy, listaux, gtitle, puntos13D, puntos23D, 
puntos3D,puntos 12D, puntos22D, 
puntos2D, sectiontitl, projectiontitlee: 
>if (pne=l)then PP2:=ListPointsR(MinPoints,HRectangle) : else 
>PP2:= ListPointsR(GlobalMinPoints, HRectangle) : end if : PPI :=ListPointsR 
(LPointsVertices, HRectangle) : 
>sectiontitle:=cat(' '3D View of Section for plane, Origin and '', 
convert (listvectors, string)) : 
>projectiontit le:=cat(' '2D View of section on plane, Origin and '', 
convert (listvectors, string) ) : 
Section and Projection onto a plane for n=3: 
>if (sg=l)and(dimension=3) then 
>listaux: =planesection(PP1, op (1, listPlanes) ) : puntos 13D : ={seq(listaux [i], 
i=1.. nops (list aux) ) } : 
listaux : =planeproj ection (PP1, listvectors) : puntosl2D: ={seq(listaux [i], 
i=1.. nops (list aux) ) } : 
>listaux: =planesection(PP2, op (1, listPlanes) ) : puntos23D : ={seq(listaux [i], 
i=1.. nops (listaux)) } : 
listaux : =planeproj ection(PP2, listvectors) : puntos22D : ={seq(listaux [i], 
i=1.. nops (listaux)) } : 
>punt o s3D : = ( union, (punt os 13D, punt o s23D) : 
>punt os2D : = c union ' (punt o s 12D, punt os22D) : 
>print (pointplot 3d (punt os3D, symbol=point, color=green, axes=BOX, 
title=sectiont itle) ) ; 
>print (pointplot (punt os2D, symbol=point, color=green, axes=BOX, 
title=proj ectiontitle) ) ; fi ; 
>end proc : 
B. Global optimization of continuous functions with Beta Algorithm 
B1. Input (into the text of the code) 
Minimize (d=l) or maximize (d=-l) , 
>d: =1 : 
pm=O (ive=l) or no (ive=O) 
>ive : =i : ValueExtreme : =0 : 
Approximation error in function value space 
>epsilon: =1/10"3 : 
Space dimension Rn >n: =2 : 
Circumscribed box [a, b] -- [[al, bl], [a2, b2],.. . ,  [a~bn]] 
>SRectangle := [ [0 ,2] ,  [0 ,2] ,  [0,2] ] : 
Set of study [[91, L1, a l l , . . . ,  [g~, L~, a~]] 
>g3 : =proc (x) RETURN ( (x [1] -1 /2)  "2+ (x [2] -1/2) "2+ (x [3] -1 /2)  ~2-1/4) end: 
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>SetX1 :: [g3] : L ipsch i tz l  : = [4] : Ho lder l  : = [1/2] : 
>g4 : :p roc  (x) RETURN ( (x [1] -3 /2 )  "2+ (x [2] -3 /2 )  "2+ (x [3] -3 /2 )  "2 -1 /4 )  end: 
>SetX2 := [g4] : L ipsch i tz2  : = [4] : Holder2 := [1/2] : 
>Robust  SetX: = [ [SetX l ,  L ipsch i tz l  ,Ho lder  1] ,  [SetX2, L ipsch i tz2 ,  Holder2]  ] : 
Function to optimize, a point x = (x[1], x [2] , . . . ,  x[n]) 
>f  : =proc (x) RETURN (0. l *abs  ( s in (O.  5+9.5* ( (x [1] ) ^ 2+ (x [2] ) "2+ 
(x [3] ) "2)" (i12)) ) ) end: 
Slope bound (user's choice for A) 
>A:=2:  
Scale multiplier (intermediate slope control, CB= i, 0.i,... 0.01) 
>CB : = I : 
B2. Output procedure 
Points non eliminated (pne=l )  or points epsilon-separated (pne=O) (user's choice) 
>pne : =I : 
Graphics: Yes ( sg=t)  or no (sg=O) (user's choice) 
>sg:=l :  
Numerics: Yes ( sn=l )  or no (sn=O) Table of solution set (user's choice) 
Exact (ve=l )  or approximate (ve=O) coordinates: (user's choices) 
>sn:=0:  ve:=l: 
Yes (smM=l) or NO (smM=O) shows the extremum considered: (user's choices) 
>smM:=l  : 
B3. Data control 
Message with problem, function and set 
>punto :=[ J : fo r  i from 1 to n do punto:=[op(punto) ,x[ i ] ] :  end do: 
>TRobustSezX : = [] : 
>for  i from i to nops(RobustSetX)  do SetX:=op( l ,RobustSetX[ i ] ) :  
>L ips  chitz :=op (2, Robust SetX [i] ) :Holder : =op (3, RobustSetX [i] ) : TSetX: = [] : 
>for  j f rom i to nops(SetX) do TSetX:=[op(TSetX) ,op( j ,SetX) ( [X ,Y] ) ]  od: 
>TRobustSetX  : = [op (TRobustSetX),  [TSetX, L ipschitz,  Holder] ] : 
>od:  
Kind of problem control 
>i f  (d=l) then d:=l: 
>message:=[  , 'Minimizat ion problem ' ', f(x), ' ' in the set ' ' ,TRobustSetX] : 
>e lse  d :=- l :message:=[  ' 'Maximizat ion prob lem ' ' ,f(x), ' ' in the set ' ', 
TRobustSetX] : 
>end if : 
Used function (auxiliary function) 
>g :=proc (x) RETURN (d*CB*f (po in tR(x ,HRectang le ) ) )  end:  
Dimension control 
>i f  (abs(f loor(n))=0) then n:=l else n:=abs( f loor(n))  end if: 
Hiper-cube control 
>i f  (n<>nops(HRectang le ) )  then  Rectang le_bad_def ined  end i f  ; 
Set control 
>aset  :=[] : 
>for  i f rom 1 to nops(RobustSetX)  do 
>aset  := [op(aset) , isn(op(l  ,RobustSetX[i] ))] od: 
>maxaset  : =max (op (aset)) : minaset  : =max (op (aset)) : 
> i f  (maxaset<>minaset )  then set_bad_defined end if i 
Numeric output control 
>i f  (sn=l) then sn:=l else sn:=0 end if: 
Output control that checks kind of problem 
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>i f  (smM=l) then smM:=l else smM:=O end if: 
Edge unit cube 
>edge : =i : 
Edge circumscribed cube 
> edgeCube : =abs (op ( i, op ( 1, HRectangle) ) -op (2, op ( I, HRe ctangle) ) ) : 
B4. Computation of approximate global solutions by calling procedures from main Block A l l  
>l is tM inPo in ts  : = [] : l i sZGlobalMinPoints  : = [] : l isth: = [] : l istm: = [] : 
>for  i f rom i to nops(RobustSetX)  do 
>SetX:  =op (I, RobustSetX [i] ) : L ipschi tz  : =op (2, RobustSetX [i] ) : 
>Ho lder  : =op (3, RobustSetX [i] ) : LPointsVert ices : =vert exCubeU (n) : 
>stackData:  =BetaAlgor i thm (n) : MinPoint  s : =op (I, stackData) : 
>Globa lM inPo in~ s : =op (2, stackData) : h: =op (3, stackData) : m: =op (4, stackData) : 
> l i s tM inPo in ts  : = [op( l istMinPoints)  ,MinPoints] : 
> l i s tG loba lM inPo in ts  : = [op ( l istGlobalMinPoints)  ,GlobalMinPoints] : 
>l is th:  = [op (listh), h] : l istm: = [op (listm) ,m] : od: 
> l i s t  a: =op ( i, li stMinPoint s) : l istb : =op (2, l i s tMinPoint  s) : MinPoint  s 
. = [op (lista), op (listb) ] : 
>l is ta:  =op (1, l i s tGlobalMinPoint  s) : l istb : =op (2, l i s tG lobalMinPo int  s) : 
>Globa lM inPo in t  s : = lop (lista), op (listb) ] : 
>h:  =max (op (listh)) :m: =max (op (listm)) : 
B5. Output of data 
>outpuzData(n)  ; 
B6. Output Projection and Section of data 
>l is tP lanes :=[ [ [ l ,O ,O] ,  [0,0,13], [[i,0,0], [0,i,0]], [[0,0,i], [0,i,0]], 
[[o,l,o], 
[eval f (1/sqrZ(2)) ,O,eval f ( I /sqrt (2)) ] ] ,  [[I,0,0], [O,evalf(1/sqrt(2)) ,  
eva l f (1 /sqr t (2 ) ) ] ] ,  [ [0 ,0 ,1 ] ,  
[evalf( i /sqrt(2)) ,evalf( i /sqrt(2)) ,0]] ] : 
> for  i f rom I to nops( l is tP lanes)  do outputSect ionData(n, l i s tP lanes[ i ] ) ;  
end do ; 
Table 2. Output Block B. 
"Minimization problem", 0.1] sin(0.5 + 9.5~/x 2 + x 2 + x2)[, "in the set", 
] ,,, [I 11] 
[ [ _1+(x l _3)2+(z2_3)+ (x3-3)2] , [4 ] , [1 ] ] ] .  
Number_of_Iterations = 7,
Edge_of_smaller_subcube = 0.007812500000, 
Number_of_subcubes_remaining = 12875, 
Numberoof_grid_points_epsilon-separated ---- 60, 
Value.Min = 0.0028007708531. 
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